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Water inrush happens occasionally during deeper roadways excavation. It is mainly due to the lack of understanding in the
formation and development mechanism of cracks and its spatial distribution pattern under ground stress. In view of this, this
paper used different stress levels to represent the fracture state of different parts of the surrounding rock of the deep roadway; CT
detection technique is used to scan the fractured sandstone in the postpeak state; and the CT images under different confining
pressures are thus obtained. The geometrical parameters such as area, length, and width of the crack are used to describe the
distribution patterns based on CT images processing technique and statistical principle. These patterns are then analyzed under
varying postpeak stress levels and confining pressures. The result shows that, as the area, length, and width of the cracks get larger,
number of cracks increases with decreasing stress level; at different stress levels, sandstone crack area probability density, crack
length probability density, and crackwidth probability density form exceptional, linear, andGaussian distribution, respectively.The
amount of confining pressure affects the size of cracks and the extent of expansion.Thismeans that the higher the confining pressure
is, the easier the internal crack will be penetrated and expanded and the bigger the cracks are, and the number of cracks gets lesser.
Such research results can be used to describe the propagation and evolution law of cracks under different stress states of postpeak
rock, which also provide an important basis for further analysis of its permeability and the stability of roadway surrounding rock.

1. Introduction

Fractures in rock are major channels for groundwater seep-
age. After excavation of roadway, adjustment of stress balanc-
ing would cause changes of fracture field, which is the source
of common disasters of tunnel exploration such as fracture
water, aquifer, collapse column, and fault [1–3]. Objects of
surrounding rock of roadway timbering are ruptured rock
mass in the back of peak, and underground water enters into
roadway through underground watercourse, causing reduc-
tion of bearing capacity of timbering, failures of anchoring,
and unstable roadway. In addition, under the effects of crustal
stress, surrounding rock of roadway has different perme-
ability in different space regions, which is closely related
to number of internal fractures, space distribution, and

distribution characteristics. Therefore, study on distribution
rules of cracks in the back of rock peak under different stress
and their quantitative expression methods has important
guiding significance and application value to evaluate forms
and permeability of internal cracks of rock in the back of peak
and reveal disaster-causing mechanism of transfusion [4–6].

For formation and expansion mechanism of internal
cracks of rock, scholars had many works. At the very begin-
ning, they studied expansion of crack by establishing theoret-
ical models [7–9] and then introduced rock mechanics test,
numerical simulation, andCTdetection. ZhaoYanlin [10–12],
Wong [13–15], Nazife Erarslan [16], and Yang Shengqi et al.
[17–19] studied expansion rules of rock or rock precrack with
different parameters (crack density, crack porosity, crack dip
angle, crack length, and crack gap) through experiment and
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Figure 1: Relationship between loose state of surrounding rock and the stress-strain curve of rock.

Figure 2: Rock samples after processing.

their influence on rock mechanical property.Through DDM,
discrete element, RFPA, and microscopic damage numerical
method, Camonesa [20], LiangZhengzhao [21], Yang Shengqi
[22], Li Lianchong [23], Wang [24], and Lu Yinlong et al.
[25, 26] studied expansion rules of rock crack and fracture,
as well as destruction process of rock test pieces. Moreover,
Ren Jianxi [27], Li Yanchun [28], Yin Xiaotao [29, 30], Wang
Chuanyang [31], and Yang Yongming et al. [32] adopted CT
scanning technology to analyze production and expansion
of internal crack of rock under loading process, and their
influence on rock mechanical property. The research results
had important significance to reveal expansion mechanism
and rules of rock crack under effects of external applied load.
However, due to anisotropy of rock material, distribution
changes of internal crack under the effects of external applied
load would be more complex, and meanwhile, there are
no quantitative description methods for quantity, form and
space distribution of crack [33–36], thus making people have
difficulties to grasp distribution characters of cracks under
effects of crustal stress and their influence factors. To study
number and geometrical morphology characteristics of crack
in the back of peak under different crustal stress, the essay
adopted CT detection technology to scan ruptured sandstone
under different crustal stress on the basis of common triaxial
test to obtain CT image of crack distribution, used image
processing techniques and principle of statistics to extract
geometrical morphology of crack distribution in the back of
sandstone, and employed geometrical parameters including
width, length, and area of crack to describe crack distribution
characteristics and reveal influence of confining pressure
size and stress level in the back of peak on geometrical
characteristics of crack in the back of peak.

2. CT Scanning Test of Crack

After roadway is excavated, due to readjustment and distri-
bution of surrounding rock stress, stress state in the inside of
surrounding rock of roadwaywould be different, thus causing
damage degree of internal surrounding rock in different
positions has big differences. Generally speaking, the closer
to the superficial part of surrounding rock, the bigger the
damage degree will be; thus different stress levels of rock
in the back of peak can be used to stand for fracture state
in different positions around surrounding rock, which is as
shown in Figure 1.

Thematerial that the test used is sandstone in certain coal
mine of Huaibei mining group. Test pieces were processed
into cylinders with a diameter of 50mm and a height of
100mm. 60 samples were processed, and 27 of them were
selected for triaxial damage test and CT scanning test under
different confining pressure and stress levels in the back of
peak. To avoid test errors, unevenness degree of the two
planes of processed test pieces could not surpass 0.005mm,
irregularity degree of each plane cannot exceed 0.02mm,
and angle between the vertical line of each plane with the
central line cannot surpass 0.25∘. Test samples are as shown
in Figure 2.

Based on common triaxial compression test, three groups
of confining pressure stresses were designed: 2MPa, 2.5 MPa,
and 3MPa, corresponding to peak point, intermediate point
of strain softening, and residual strength point of stress level
in the back of peak, respectively (A, B, and C in Figure 1).
For the convenience of operation, postpeak stress levels
were 90%, 65%, and 40% of peak strength, respectively, and
corresponding mean intensity was shown in Table 1.
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(a) Industrial CT (b) Cross section (c) Longitudinal section

Figure 3: ACTIS300-320/225 industrial CT and the scanned pictures of rock specimen.

Table 1: CT scanning experiment scheme for post-peak sandstone.

Confining
pressure/MPa

Post-peak stress state /MPa
Peak intensity (A) Strain softening (B) Residual strength (C)

2 94 68 42
2.5 96 70 43
3 98 71 44

ACTIS300-320/225 industryCT (as shown inFigure 3(a))
was adopted to scan from of ruptured space of test pieces (see
in the testing program in Table 1) under different stress levels
to obtain CT images of crack distribution under different
stress states (as shown in Figures 3(b) and 3(c)). ACTIS300-
320/225 industry CT was mainly applied in nondestructive
testing and flaw detection of industrial products, and
its detection principles are as shown in Figure 4. It can
closely and accurately represent internal three-dimensional
structure of objects and quantificationally provide internal
physical and mechanical properties such as position and size,
density changes, and level of defected positions, shape, and
accurate size of difference type structure, as well as internal
impurities and distribution of objects.

For rock postpeak test pieces scanned by CT, cut out one
pieces from up to bottom with an interval of 1mm and cut
out 100 levels in total. Since the CT images are 1024×1024
grey-scale maps, the grey scale of changes within the scope
of 0∼255. To extract information of rock postpeak crack, CT
images should have follow-up treatment. At present, analysis
of CT images of rock is mainly to observe whether it has
defects like holes and crack in the inside through images
so as to roughly judge their positions, but it fails to make
use of micro physical information included by the images.
If contrast ratio of CT images is low, boundaries between
crack and hole would be not obvious at all, and together with
noises, sensory information is hard to effectively revealmacro
and micro information hidden in images. Most analysis of
CT data described evolution rules of crack in the inside of
rock through mean value CT data or variance changes and
often neglected unevenness of rock. Therefore, to highlight
useful image information of rock such as holes and crack
and enhance contrast ratio of images, CT images should

have data treatment. Adopting Matlab software which used
self-programmed procedures, the essay obtained the two-
dimensional diagram including crack postpeak geometri-
cal morphology through histogram enhancement of CT
image, median filter noise reduction, and OTSU threshold
segmentation and eliminated remaining isolated black and
white noisy points through opening and closing operation
of mathematical morphology so as to obtain binary images
which can reflect postpeak crack form and distribution of
sandstone, which is as shown in Figure 5. At last, it had edge
detection through Canny operator to obtain microstructure
outline images of postpeak sandstone with white standing for
boundary between holes and crack with rock particles, just as
shown in Figure 6.

3. Characterization Methods of Rock Crack

Mechanical behaviors of rock material has nonlinearity; thus
to study postpeak distributions rules of crack, it is necessary
to introduce a series of parameters to describe irregular crack
forms, including distance, shape factor, length, width, and
area, to have quantitative description and statistics of the
above processed image crack forms.

(1) Distance. To avoid errors generated by conventional
measurement of images, introduced geodesic distance to
realize length measurement of irregular geometrical shape,
and the definition is as follows [35]:

𝐿 (𝑋) = sup
𝑎,𝑏∈𝑋

𝑑𝑋 (𝑎, 𝑏) (1)

In the formula, supstands for supremum, 𝑑X(𝑎, 𝑏) is the
geodesic distance between a and b in the image, standing
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Figure 4: Detection principle of industrial CT scanning system.

Figure 5: Binary images of cracks distribution of postpeak sandstone.

for that at least there is a shortest length of connection arc
𝑑X(𝑎, 𝑏) between 𝑎 and 𝑏. Differences of geodesic distance and
Euclidean distance are shown in Figure 7.

(2) Shape Factor. Rock postpeak crack includes various
irregular physical characteristics. To depict the geometrical
shapes reasonably, it is necessary to introduce shape factors,
which can be expressed by the following formula [29]:

𝐹𝐹 (𝑋) =
𝑈 (𝑋)

2√𝜋𝐴 (𝑋)
(2)

In the formula, 𝑈(𝑋) is the perimeter of irregular
geometrical shape of the study area; 𝐴(𝑋) is the acreage
of the study area. If the study area is round, 𝐹𝐹 value is
1; if shape of X significantly deviates from roundness, 𝐹𝐹
value will be bigger. Perimeter of the study area is obtained

by the boundary extraction algorithm of the mathematical
morphology; that is to say, U(A) =(A-(AΘB)), indicating
results of image 𝐴 subtracting the part which is eaten off
by B, which is as shown in Figure 8; the acreage of the
study area can be obtained by making the element number
in the crack area multiplying acreage of the resolution
element, which is related to precision of measuring instru-
ment.

(3) Crack Width. When estimating crack width in the study
area, crack in curve form can be divided into several rect-
angular L sections to study, just as shown in Figure 9. In the
figure, the solid line range is the designated area when there
is no crack, while the imaginary line area is the crack range
and 𝐿1 and𝑊1 are length and width when there is no crack,
respectively, and 𝐿 and𝑊 are length and width, respectively,
after equivalent processing.
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Figure 6: Edge detection results of cracks distribution of postpeak sandstone.
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Figure 7: Measurement effect of geodesic distance and Euclidean distance.
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Figure 8: Boundary extraction algorithm of binary morphology.
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Figure 9: Calculation of crack width.

By use of resolution ratio of CTmachine and CTnumbers
when scanning the rock crack area, width of crack can be
calculated [36]:

𝑊 =
𝑆 × (𝐻0 − 𝐻)

𝐿 × (𝐻0 + 1000)
(3)

In the formula, 𝑆 is the acreage of the study area and 𝑆 =
𝐿1 × 𝑁1; 𝐻0 is the average value of CT number when there

is no crack in the study area; 𝐻 is the average value of CT
number after there is crack in the study area; and -1000 is CT
number of air.

4. Test Results and Analysis

Adopting the above characterization methods for crack
form used self-compiled program to extract and gather all
crack geometrical morphology information in CT images of
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Figure 10: Distribution probability of cracks area under different stress level for postpeak rock.

processed rock postpeak and analyzed influence of confining
pressure size and postpeak stress level on geometrical charac-
teristics of above crack distribution.

(1) Distribution Rules of Crack Area. Divide crack areas
obtained by scanning test pieces with CT into 8 areas from
small to big and calculate probability of number of crack in
each area. Distribution of crack area under different stress
level is as shown in Figure 10. In the figure, peak strength,
strain softening, and residual strength stand for 𝐴, 𝐵, and 𝐶
in the above test, respectively.

From Figure 10, under the same confining pressure,
different postpeak stress level and distribution of crack area
have big differences, and distribution of postpeak sandstone
crack area under different confining stress conditions is also
different. In regard of the three kinds of postpeak stress levels,
namely, peak strength (A), strain softening (B), and residual
strength (C), when confining pressure is 2MPa crack with
an area less than 3mm2 makes up 70%, 64%, and 57%; and
crack with an area bigger than 5mm2 is 5%, 10%, and 16%,

respectively. When confining pressure is 2.5MPa, crack with
an area less than 4mm2 makes up 67%, 61%, and 56%; and
crack with an area bigger than 6mm2 makes up 4%, 7%,
and 9%; when confining pressure is 3MPa, crack with an
area smaller than 5mm2 makes up 77%, 73%, and 53%; and
crack with an area bigger than 7mm2 makes up 4%, 9%,
and 13%. Thus, we can know that, with increase of confining
pressure, postpeak crack area of sandstone will gradually shift
to the area with big crack, while with decrease of postpeak
stress level of sandstone, small crack would continuously slip,
expand and run through, and gradually shift to big crack,
causing crack area gradually increase. By fitting test data, it
can found that distribution of crack area nearly presents the
distribution of exponential decrease and can be expressed by
the following formula:

𝑦 = 𝑦0 + 𝐴0𝑒
−𝑥/𝑡 (4)

In the formula, 𝑦0, 𝐴0, and 𝑡 are undetermined parame-
ters, and values of various undetermined parameters under
different stress levels are as shown in Table 2.
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Figure 11: Distribution probability of cracks length under different stress level for postpeak rock.

Table 2: Fitting parameters of cracks-area distribution under different stress level for post-peak sandstone.

Parameter
Confining pressure Confining pressure Confining pressure

2MPa 2.5MPa 3MPa
A B C A B C A B C

𝑦0 0.012 0.047 0.075 0.007 0.021 0.031 0.002 0.039 0.03
𝐴0 0.614 0.677 0.755 0.555 0.507 0.459 0.473 0.52 0.375
𝑡 1.668 1.32 1.025 2.108 2.373 2.686 2.925 2.277 3.607

(2) Distribution Rules of Crack Length. Under different post-
peak stress levels, distribution of crack length is as shown in
Figure 11, and it is observed that, under different postpeak
stress levels, with decrease of stress level, crack length will
gradually increase and its distribution probability density
presents distribution of linear type decline. In regard of
three kinds of postpeak stress levels, namely, peak strength
(A), strain softening (B), and residual strength (C), when
confining pressure is 2MPa, crack with an area smaller than
30mmmakes up 67%, 63%, and 41%, respectively; and crack

with an area bigger than 50mm takes up 8%, 9%, and
26%, respectively. When confining pressure is 2.5MPa, crack
with an area smaller than 40mm makes up 80%, 60%, and
59%, respectively, and crack with an area bigger than 60mm
makes up 10%, 14%, and 25%, respectively; when confining
pressure is 3MPa, crack with an area smaller than 60mm
makes up 89%, 71%, and 63%, respectively, and crack with
an area bigger than 80mm makes up 3%, 11%, and 15%,
respectively. Thus, we can see that postpeak stress level has a
great influence on extension and distribution of crack length,
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Figure 12: Distribution probability of cracks width under different stress level for postpeak rock.

and size of confining pressure affects slope or decides speed
and extension direction of transition from small crack to big
crack.

(3) Distribution Rules of Crack Width. Under different post-
peak stress levels, distribution of crack width is as shown
in Figure 12. Through fitting of test data, it can be seen
that distribution probability of crack width nearly presents
Gaussian distribution, which can be expressed with the
following formula:

𝑦 = 𝑦1 +
𝐴1
𝑤√𝜋/2
𝑒−2((𝑥−𝑥𝑐)/𝑤)

2

(5)

In the formula, 𝑦1, 𝐴1, 𝑥c, and 𝑤 are undermined, and
values of various undetermined parameters under different
postpeak stress levels are as shown in Table 3.

From Figure 12 and Table 3, we can see, under the same
confining pressure, with decrease of postpeak stress level,
peak point of fitting curve would gradually increase; that is

to say, crack width gradually increases; for example, when
confining pressure is 3MPa, 𝑥c value of A, B, and C is
0.167, 0.183, and 0.215, respectively. Under the same postpeak
stress level, with increase of confining pressure, peak point
will increase correspondingly, for example, when they are
in residual strength C, under the three kinds of confining
pressure conditions, 𝑥c of peak point is 0.15, 0.161, and
0.215, respectively, and influence of postpeak stress level
on postpeak crack width is bigger than that of confining
pressure. In brief, with increase of confining pressure, narrow
crack would gradually reduce and transform into wide crack.

5. Conclusions

By CT scanning sandstone test pieces under different post-
peak stress levels, distribution rules of sandstone postpeak
crack can be obtained:

(1) Under different confining pressure, sandstone post-
peak crack area probability density, crack length probability,
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Table 3: Fitting parameters of cracks width distribution under different stress level for post-peak sandstone.

Parameter
Confining pressure Confining pressure Confining pressure

2MPa 2.5MPa 3MPa
A B C A B C A B C

y1 0.055 0.066 0.052 0.052 0.066 0.086 0.031 0.091 0.061
A1 0.045 0.046 0.053 0.022 0.024 0.021 0.043 0.009 0.043
𝑥c 0.115 0.130 0.150 0.127 0.142 0.161 0.167 0.183 0.215
𝑤 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.009 0.011 0.006 0.019 0.004 0.015

and crack width probability density present exponential
distribution, linear distribution, and Gaussian distribution.

(2)With increase of confining pressure, crack area proba-
bility density, crack length probability, and crack width prob-
ability density gradually shift into big area, but probability
density value would be smaller, indicating that confining
pressure affects crack size and extension direction; that is to
say, the bigger the confining pressure, the easier big crack will
come into being, but the number of crack would reduce.

(3) With decrease of postpeak stress level, area, length,
and width of crack would continuously increase and number
of crack would also increase; small crack would slip, extend,
run through, and gradually transform into big crack.
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